
Wooden Mouse

Wooden Computer
Yeah, it’s made of wood too. 

Wanna make something of it?

Tobacco Drool
Promotes cancer in lab rats.

How do they get those suckers 

to chew it in the first place?

Ergonomic Stump
Herman Miller, eat your heart out.

Don't even think about copying it.

Functional too!
Hang your scissors

or jug here.

Flys Optional
Milelage may vary.

Odor sold separately.

All-Nighter Eyes
Most of that weird stare is from

in-breeding. But, some is from the

multiple all-nighters this week.

Bristle-Like Hair
It turns on the ladies

down at the local Loaf-n-Jug.

They don't see too well.

Sears-Roebuck Overalls
Washes them once a month, 

whether they need it or not.

Size 24 Feet
Much cheaper to keep them

exposed to the world. 

Hey, the chicks dig ’em.

Stylish Trendsetting Hat
Adds to the artist’s mystique.

Typical Backwoods Hick Artist

Jest you hold on... Lemme git hold 
of mah fancy wood mouse on mah 
newfangled 'puter and I’ll draw 

you up somethin’ real purty.
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5 out of 5 backwood hick artists don’t use a Wacom® Cintiq.
TM

 
Do you really want to be in the same category as them?
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Do you really want to be in the same category as them?

You think your input device is

state-of-the-art? It's still a mouse. 

Only difference between yours and 

a bumpkin's is the “fancy wooden 

case”. Inside, it’s basically the 

same technology as yours. Give it 

up, you need a Wacom Cintiq.



puters . Unless you use
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awkDrawing with a mouse is awk
and very hard to master. The
new Wacom Cintiq gives yo
power and flexibility you nev
dreamed of with a mouse. A
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but the difference between 
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The screen clarity, pad/stylus 
sensitivity and connectivity are to 
die for. After you get your hands on the Cintiq 
pressure sensitive drawing pad, you’ll wonder 
how you ever got along without one. You 
won’t be compared to a bumpkin anymore.

The only other tool that is even comparable to 
the flexibility the Cintiq gives you is your brain 
and a pencil. But, your brain and a pencil don’t 
give you the benefits of customizable stylus 
settings, multiple undo’s, millions of custom 
brushes, or 512 levels of pressure sensitivity 
(just to name a few). Drawing with a mouse 
on a computer is hard; it’s great for laying out 
pages, specifying type and word processing, 
etc., but getting a natural feeling by drawing with 
a computer mouse is very tough. The Wacom 
Cintiq gives you the natural feeling that you get 
with pencil-on-paper, plus features you could 
only dream of when using the low-tech option. 
Have you ever tried to "Undo" 
on a sheet of paper?

correlation that you get
paper. The Wacom Cintiq 

nates the barrier between
d the computer. 

t this level of integration
computer, get a Wacom 
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t give connectivity a sec-
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new Cintiq will change the 
you draw and paint. No 
will be able to accuse you

being a backwoods bumpkin 
more. That drool you feel 

on your chin isn’t from tobacco 
juice, it’s because you’re 
salivating for a Cintiq. 

Stop acting like a bumpkin. Buy a Wacom®

Cintiq
TM

 for all your “purty” pictures.
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Both the 18sx & 15x have very adjustable 
stands that  al low ergonomic drawing angles

 Cintiq 18sx – 18.1" Screen: $3,499 MSRP

 Cintiq 15x – 15" Screen: $1,899 MSRP

Illustration and Design: Jason M. Sutton, ThoughtFoundry.com

“If’n I had me one of them Wacom 
Cintiqs, I could draw me in some teef 

and one a them fancy mustaches. I’d be 
so purty, I’d have to beat them girls 
off me down at the Piggly Wiggly!”

o r d e r  t o d a y  a t :

www.igottahaveit.com
c a l l  t o l l  f r e e :  1 - 8 7 7 - 5 6 7 - 7 5 7 1

e m a i l :  c i n t i q @ i g o t t a h a v e i t . c o m

 


